
 

 

FINANCE 
Intern Base Cost Reporting (m/f) – Posting number 5123640 

̷ Job location: Jenbach 

̷ Job level: Entry Level  
 

 
The Intern for Base Cost Reporting will be responsible for running, maintaining, optimizing and distributing 
key reports and metrics to the internal business organization. In addition to the reporting, you will be 
assigned to work on Ad Hoc requests from FP&A Leader which includes understanding the requests, 
interfacing with internal stakeholders to ensure they resolve findings, subsequent escalation to operational 
teams and resolution. 

 

̷ At Innio, we offer you: 

̷ Flexible working time 

̷ Subsidized work transportation  

̷ Health We Care Program – including company sport activities and a grant for corrective eyewear 

̷ Giving back with the Innio Volunteers program 

̷ Healthy meals at discounted prices at the Innio on-site Canteen (Jenbach only) 
 

 

̷ In this position, you will be responsible for: 

̷ Own key reports for Base Cost (Base Cost Master file, Integrated Reporting, Romeo Transaction Register, 
Trial Balance) 

̷ Maintain integrity of data being reported and optimize aspect of report creation 

̷ Own the investigation activities of specific accounts requested by FP&A team 

̷ Support FP&A on Base Cost related data requests for planning and pacing 

 
 

Your profile: 

̷ Bachelor’s degree in Accounting, Finance, or Business Administration or equivalent (recent and future 
graduates welcome) 

̷ Good verbal and written communication skills 

̷ Organization skills and attention to detail 

̷ Good Excel skills, ERP experience is a plus 

̷ Fluent in English, any additional language is a plus 

̷ Valid work permit for Austria 
 
 

  



 

 

By combining a rich legacy in the power and gas compression space with pioneering technology, INNIO brings our 
customers affordable, reliable and sustainable energy solutions for today—and tomorrow. We are helping to meet 
today’s energy needs with 64 GW of installed capacity and 48,000 of our powerful Jenbacher and Waukesha 
engines, which can be found in more than 100 countries. And, by harnessing our history of energy industry firsts 
along with the power of digital innovation, we will continue to deliver for the future.  
 
This position is based at INNIO’s headquarters in the center of the Alps, in Tyrol—a region that provides a variety 
of recreational opportunities and a high quality of life. As an Equal Opportunity Employer, INNIO offers a 
comprehensive array of international career opportunities and understands that diversity creates excellence. 
Known for leadership development, we aim to empower individuals to reach their full potential. 
 
We put great emphasis on providing our employees with recognition, flexibility, competitive and fair compensation, 
as well as numerous other benefits. According to Austrian law, job postings need to include the minimum salary for 
a position. For this position, the minimum salary based on the collective agreement is EUR 2.043,81 gross per 
month. We will be pleased to discuss the appropriate effective salary based on your qualifications and experience.  
 
It’s time to take engines to a place no one else can. 
Welcome to a World of Innovation and Inspiration! Welcome to INNIO! 
 
 

Join us! 

Apply quickly & easily through our optimized 
system: innio.com/en/careers 


